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tions and supply books along the lines of individual interests.
The library contains reference materials and stories or all
sorts. The librarian gives tactful advice to individual chil-
dren in the selection of material that is commensurate with
their ability to read as well as in line with their particular
interests.
Guidance through Health Examinations. — Simple health
inspections and health examinations offer opportunities for
guidance as well as for disease prevention. They create
standards which demand a periodic checkup and help to
establish a better concept of good health. They serve as a
vehicle for imparting knowledge as to "how to use the exist-
ing corrective and prophylactic medical forces afforded by
that community." 33
Guidance through Sharing Responsibility. — A sharing of
home responsibilities and its consequent closer contacts with
parents helps to build self-reliance and a sense of economic
reality in children of this age. The following principle, as
stated by Dorothy Canfield Fisher, is important:
Material possessions and material ease, especially idleness, do not
make grown-ups happy any more than lots of toys and nothing to
do make children happy; that which makes people happy is creative
activity that suits their particular temperament; that it is just as
foolish to let material possessions and ease stand in the way of secur-
ing creative activity you like. With that certainty about what, makes
people happy and wise, wouldn't they swim all right, no matter what
economic seas are before them?34
A sharing of responsibilities is a co-operative affair; it is
not an arbitrary assignment of duties. Home duties tear
down desirable parent-child relationships when they are
insisted upon in the following manner:
Mother: "Stop your playing, Teddy, and come right into
the house/*
Teddy:   "But, mother, I'm in the middle of a game."
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